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  PROTECTSPROTECTS      PENETRATESPENETRATES  

  LUBRICATESLUBRICATES    DISPLACESDISPLACES

“NATURAL SOLUTIONS”

Release Agent  
- Concentrated

Product Code 

3 Litre Jerry RA130\0003
5 Litre Jerry RA130\0005
20 Litre Cube RA130\0020
200 Litre Drum RA130\0200

Release Agent  
- Premixed

Product Code 

20 Litre Cube RA135\0020
200 Litre Drum RA135\0200

WIRE ROPE LUBRICANTWIRE ROPE LUBRICANT
Lantos Wire Rope Lubricant 
is designed to penetrate to the 
rope core to reduce friction in 
wire ropes to enable wire ropes 
to run smoothly while coating 
the wire rope with lanolin to 
inhibit corrosion.
Lantos Wire Rope lanolin based 
lubricants are thinner, clearer, 
and less prone to solidify than 
heavy lubricants. In addition, 
they are effective when applied 
in light coatings and suitable 
for use in continuous automatic 
lubrication systems.
A coating of Lanolin lubricant 
seals the wire surfaces from the 
atmosphere, reducing corrosion 
and rusting.

Wire Rope 
Lube

Product Code 

20 Litre 
Cube

WR120\0020

200 Litre 
Drum

WR120\0200

LANOLIN RELEASE AGENTSLANOLIN RELEASE AGENTS
Lantos lanolin release 
agents form a liquid 
coating designed for use 
as a mould release agent 
on formwork surfaces in  
a concentrated or pre-
mixed option.
Provides a barrier as 
a means of separation 
between the formwork. 
Can be used on steel, 
timber, plywood, PVC, 
rubber, polypropylene, 
plastic & fibreglass. 
Woolube release agents 
provide a clean positive 
release, does not interfere 
with the surface detail, and 
prolongs timber formwork.
Ideal for construction 
sites in environmentally 
sensitive areas and as 
protective barrier for 
concrete forming and 
pumping equipment.

Citra Prep 
Citrus Degreaser Product Code 

300gm Aerosol CP250\PP-0300
750mL Trigger Bottle CP250\SP-0750
5 Litre Jerry CP250\0005
20 Litre cube CP250\0020
200 Litre Drum CP250\0200

Timber  
Preserver

Product 
Code 

5 Litre Jerry DT610\0005
20 Litre Cube DT610\0020
200 Litre Drum DT610\0200

CITRA-PREP CITRUS DEGREASERCITRA-PREP CITRUS DEGREASER

TIMBER PRESERVERTIMBER PRESERVER
Lantos Timber 
Preserver is a naturally 
superior environmentally 
safe lanolin based 
coating for protecting 
timber furniture, timber 
decking, jetties, piers, 
boardwalks and many 
other timber structures.
Lantos Timber 
Preserver is a non-toxic, 
biodegradable, and easily 
applied with spaying 
equipment. Ideal for 
applications where timber 
needs protection in 
environmentally sensitive 
areas and waterfronts. 

Lantos  
Citra-Prep is 
a powerful, fast 
acting natural 
degreaser ideal 
for removal of 
glues, fats, grease, 
bitumen, oils, 
waxes and carbon 
deposits.
Lantos Citra-Prep 
provides superior 
cleaning for 
stainless steel, 
aluminium and 
is the preferred 
product to 
removal of Lantos 
Lanolin products.

www.lantoscoatings.com



LG100 Grease Product Code 
300ml Tub LG100\300
450ml Grease Gun Cartridge LG100\C450
1 Litre Tub LG100\0001
20 Litre Pail LG100\0020
200 Litre Drum LG100\0200

Lanolube Multi Purpose Product Code 
60gm mini Aerosol LL730\PP-0060
300gm Aerosol LL730\PP-0300
750mL Trigger Bottle LL730\SP-0750
5 Litre Jerry LL730\0005
20 Litre Cube LL730\0020
200 Litre Drum LL730\0200

Lanolube Heavy Duty Product Code 
300gm Aerosol LL735\PP-0300
750mL Trigger Bottle LL735\SP-0750
5 Litre Jerry LL735\0005
20 Litre Cube LL735\0020
200 Litre Drum LL735\0200

Lanoseal 
Corrosion Protector Product Code 

300gm Aerosol LS773\PP-0300
750mL Trigger Bottle LS773\SP-0750
5 Litre Jerry LS773\0005
20 Litre Cube LS773\0020
200 Litre Drum LS773\0200

Lantos Lanolin grease is a 
thick, tacky grease with high 
load capabilities that will not 
wash out under most conditions, 
from underwater to general use.
For heavier protection or 
rejuvenation, melt and apply 
with a paint brush.
Woolube Lanolin Grease will 
provide excellent results as an 
anti-corrosive, thread anti-seize 
and lubricant.

LANOLIN GREASELANOLIN GREASE

Lanolube Multi-Purpose  
is a sprayable form of 
Lantos Grease which 
dries to a fine grease 
film offering the same 
characteristics as 
the grease as well as 
providing an excellent fluid 
displacement, penetrant 
and lubricant in one multi-
purpose product.

LANOLUBE MULTI-PURPOSELANOLUBE MULTI-PURPOSE

LANOLUBE HEAVY DUTYLANOLUBE HEAVY DUTY
Lanolube Heavy 
Duty is a thick 
sprayable form of 
Woolube grease 
which dries to a 
heavy duty grease 
film with the same 
characteristics as 
the grease for more 
robust applications 
as well as providing 
an excellent fluid 
displacement, 
penetrant and 
lubricant in one 
multi-purpose 
product.

LANOSEAL CORROSION PROTECTORLANOSEAL CORROSION PROTECTOR
Lanoseal Corrosion 
Protector is a high-
performance lanolin 
fluid film the forms 
a low tack coating 
to resist dust build 
up while forming a 
moisture tight seal 
around substrates that 
will resist alkali, acid, 
atmospheric moisture, 
and salt corrosion.
Lanoseal Corrosion 
Protector is highly 
robust when and dry 
will not flake or chip 
and retains its elasticity 
making it suitable for 
car underbodies as a 
corrosion protector. 
Non-Conductive to 
40kV.

Lantos lanolin products have been designed by nature and rigorously 
tested for centuries. For many centuries ancient European warriors and 
mariners used Lanolin from wool grease to protect and lubricate their 
weaponry, leather and timber tools.

Lantos protective compounds incorporate anhydrous lanolin in a 
special combination of extremely efficient non-toxic corrosion inhibitors, 
penetrants and conditioning agents providing long term protection of all 
types of metals against rust acids, alkalines and salts.

Lantos products never evaporate or completely harden. Instead, Woolube 
forms a surface skin when exposed to air or water and remains soft in 
contact with metals – providing a non-stop “reservoir” of active anti – 
corrosion inhibitors.

Lantos greases and lubricants are food grade approved and have 
dielectric capabilities for contact with electrical circuits.
This natural, non-toxic product has virtually limitless applications.

Applications include: 

  Metal fabrication

  Welding ant splatter

  Leather protector 

  Chain lubricant

  Marine equipment protection

  Irrigation plant and pipes

  Chains, gears and pulleys

  Marine environments

  Auto rustproofing

  Door mechanisms and locks

  Anti-seize coating 

  Timber preservation


